ACROSS
1 One left rolling over behind inn, got rid of, put out (9)
6 Signal made by British PM heading west (5)
9 Some elephant ominously appearing? It's an illusion (7)
10 Explorer taken aback by firm producing harmful product (7)
11 Son never heartlessly making scornful comment (5)
12 What swinger will do in local site naughtily (9)
14 Horse in wet coastal area (3)
15 Officer briefly arranged a Daimler for transport (4,7)
17 Workers in the dark have this thing as a result? (5,6)
19 Fox sending 5 into a spin (3)
20 Terrible man, heartless, callous, like a slug (9)
22 Unfortunate warrior in old city, one with gasp of disappointment? (5)
24 Italian blocking an entrance creates stir (7)
26 Hoorid dens – time to escape (7)
27 Keep going, say, when hugged by girl (5)
28 Tiredness possibly problematical for hotel guests? (9)

DOWN
1 They may have 10 very good and one being nuisance endlessly (5)
2 Times for catching someone going wild – courage needed (7)
3 Read print, tree having been destroyed? (9)
4 Like some medicine that’s bad for him – too cheap (11)
5 Little girl making a point (3)
6 Confusion with black man getting murdered (5)
7 Racine magically penning line in ordinary language (2,5)
8 Driven to offer support to the French female and daughter (9)
13 Birds in rubbish in bottomless box (11)
14 Troubled men sob? Nay, certainly not! (2,2,5)
16 Deluded maiden is wanting good Scottish boy (9)
18 Novelist taking first prize in front of glitterati (7)
19 Town crier could have this hat, we suspect (7)
21 Style of language in American period (5)
23 Innkeepers getting hordes? (5)
25 One that has a drum to bring attention (3)

Solution 15,672

TAKEAWAY FAMOUS
R L B I N R
U BOAT SYNAGOGUE
S W E E T E AT
T O L E R A N C E R U N I C
Y E N C N M H
I D I A T E T R A M P L E
C G T E N A S
A M E R I C A A V A U N T
R P U G E O
D O W N P A S S E N G E R
A O F T E M Y D
M A R M A L A D E E Y R I E
O S C L R N I A
M U T A T E V E R T I C A L